# Graduate Affairs Council 2014-2015

## Officers
- Dr. Dennis Grady, Chair
- Dr. Laura Jacobsen, Vice Chair
- Ms. Patricia Phillips, Secretary

## Subcommittees

### Academic Course & Program Review
- Rodrigo Hernandez – COBE
- Patricia Winter – CVPA
- Brad Bizzell – CEHD
- John Brummette – CHBS
- Doug Mitchell – CHHS
- Kay Johnson – Library
- Matthew Brunner – Registrar-Ex Officio
- Patricia Phillips – Recorder

### Graduate Faculty
- Rodrigo Hernandez – COBE
- Lori Elis – CHBS
- Jennifer Jones – CEHD
- Loren Flora – CHHS
- Joan Dickinson – CVPA
- Patricia Phillips - Recorder

### Student Grievance Committee
- Rodrigo Hernandez – COBE
- Holly Robbins – CEHD
- Joan Dickinson – CVPA
- Jeff Chase – CHBS
- Virginia Burggraf – CHHS
- Dean - Convener

### Policies & Procedures
- Rodrigo Hernandez – COBE
- Paul Witkowsky – CHBS
- Ed Swanson – WCHS
- Brenda Tyler – CEHD
- Eloise Philpot– CVPA
- Associate Dean - Recorder

Other committees and work groups formed as needed.